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With the Third Seonghwa anniversary coming up, this gathering is to think about how we will achieve
mind body unity and how all our churches and organizations can return the success and results to God.
Therefore, we should determine and hope that the Third Seonghwa anniversary becomes a new beginning.
Even though I have toured Europe and the United States, the external environment is becoming more
difficult for humankind. There are climate changes or natural disasters on earth due to pollution caused by
human beings who are ignorant and unable to manage it. Throughout the world, aren’t there are concerns
whether the earth can endure into the future in a healthy state? Many people are suffering and dying.
With those people in mind, True Parents opened a new era and completed the providential history through
victoriously fulfilling their responsibilities. How can such achievements quickly be made known to the
world? How can we make blessed families that exceed the 2,000 years of Christian history and practice in
such a way that the settlement of the new era the age of Cheon Il Guk can be seen at one glance?
The leaders’ devotion and abilities must cause them to succeed at once. You can’t keep wasting time,
saying that’s enough for now, that’s enough for today or let’s do it the day after if we can’t do it
tomorrow. What is more, you will say that you have done your best in the positions you have held until
now. However, from God’s standpoint that is very weak.
The 61st anniversary of the founding of our church has just passed. If you look at it as a human age, it is a
60-year old. How much of a foundation have you prepared to show something to the world? In short, it is
more shameful than glorious. Are you just going to sit here at a standstill? You have to leap. You have to
soar. To do this, you need to unite. You have to cooperate. Do you understand?
When doing providential responsibilities, saying, “I’m the best! It won’t work without me” is not a bad
thing. However, we are brothers and sisters who are attending True Parents. In order to become brothers
and sisters, you need to humble yourself. And only when you have the mindset to live for their sake can
you
become one. In that sense, you should empty your mind. How will you hold more than 100%, 120% of
heavenly parent’s and True Parents hearts?
True Parents led the 6,000-year providential history of restoration through indemnity to the victory that
heaven has worked for. Providential history gave birth to True Parents. It has been carried out all
throughout the world. When are you going to do your duty, which the heavenly realm and this country
longs for? When are you going to fulfill it? You shouldn't make excuses anymore? Don’t make the excuse
that it’s too hard. You should be positive. “I can do it. I just have to do it! I did it!” You need to make a
habit of this attitude. Think about it in relation to the Third Seonghwa anniversary.

The status of the Unification Church has soared all around the world. It’s different from the past. Through
today’s Hoon Dok Hae, I know that you have already been once reminded. If Jesus who had come as the
messiah and the only begotten son of God had met the only begotten daughter of God, the Israelites
would have prepared the national foundation. The restoration of the world can be achieved in a position
without overcomes national foundations.

In that sense, as leaders and blessed families who have attended True Parents and receive the blessing by
Their grace, have your actions restored the nation? If you are sorry to True Father, shouldn’t you do your
duty toward True Mother, who remains on earth? We must do it whatever it takes. When we do, there is a
future for the Unification Church and blessed families.
The situation of the Korean peninsula and the world is unstable. It took 2000 years for the Christian
culture. Shouldn't we be different? This is providential history which has attended the substantial True
Parents. If you live one day as if it were a thousand years, nothing is impossible.
In Las Vegas, I told them to liberate their ancestors. What I meant is that True Father is in the spirit
world. No matter whether he is the absolute being or the King of Kings he can’ let his status be known
without citizens to do activities in that environment within that foundation. There should be citizens.
The spirit world of the past 6000 years was darkened by its relationship with Satan. By liberating blessing
and educating your ancestors, the path for a good spirit world will open. This will expand the
environment in which True Father can work.
The history of civilization is the same. Many conveniences make life more comfortable and faster, save
time and space contribution to civilization. By utilizing these to their utmost, we should educate others
saying, “True Parents have come and pioneered and worked for pitiful human beings. Thus, they have
opened the Cheon Il Guk. You all have the opportunity to become citizens of Cheon Il Guk. Come”
We have sent missionaries to many countries all over the world but in reality, there are still many
countries which haven’t accepted the FFWPU yet. Even Europe is still like that. I know that it has been
difficult for you because it is where the Christian culture originated and we have received great
opposition. However, this is a new era. The Christian culture is the past. Currently there is no other path
to the future but us. We need to teach this, right?
Among the regional leaders here, some traveled as much as 4 to 5 hours. We can act on all the ways to
lessen distance and time. We can make that happen. We need to have a system that can educate the whole
world about True Parents at once. We need to make it one system. Do you understand? In order to do this
substantially, the Cheon Il Guk Media Committee should unite with the International Headquarters and
lead the world providence. For this, we need the right people. We need brains. We will call this the World
Missions Strategy and Training Institute. It will be at the Mission Headquarters. I know that within the
association organizations are being made. Also, Peace TV is giving a lot of grace to the members through
the Weekly News update. We are in the position to design the past, present and future. In order to do this,
it should be studied, developed and advanced under one system. It should change with the times,
correspond with the convenience of civilization and the senses of the modern people as well as be able to
ring in their hearts.

The word of the principle is important in making human being. Those who don’t grow up with the
principle will bend here and there depending on the situation or environment like a waving reed. Yet
those who know the principle won’t wave. What is the center of the Principle? True Parents!

What hurts me is the great gap between the 1st generation and the 2nd generation. In this state you can’t
take responsibility for the past present or future. Therefore, what is it that I stressed first at True Father’s
ascension? Church innovation through the spirit and truth. Cultivate competent individuals and educate
our 2nd generation! Isn’t that right?
In addition, there are Three Great Scriptures which is the center for our Unificationist families.
Chambumo Gyeong will be completed in Korean and English by the Third anniversary of True Father
Seonghwa. I did everything I could for you. What more is there? Thus, the result, the fruit of a victorious
past, present and future is the completion of Heavenly Parent’s ideal of creation. What is one world
attending Heavenly Parent, one human family? It is heaven on earth.
The earth which God created has caught measles. It is sick. That’s why climate change is occurring. Have
you heard that Korean peninsula used to have clear distinctions between 4 seasons but is turning into
subtropical region? If this happens, nature will be destroyed. A lot of different types of trees will become
sick. Especially what tree represents the 10 traditional symbols of longevity in Korea? Isn’t it the pine
tree? Pine trees are sick too. Will we just watch this happen? Centered on the Cheongshim complex,
Chung Pyung is the main holy ground of the nation of faith. I think perhaps we should research the idea
of changing the type of trees that can take root here.
I’m quite weary. All parents in the world feel weary if they have many children right? Just as God
originally created, shouldn’t we protect the original Garden of Eden? If you don’t protect and keep it
steady in everything from one to ten, it won’t do well. Thus, would this make one comfortable or weary?
You need to grow as a filial child centered on the present and the past. As a filial child centered on the
present and then as a filial son and daughter and a loyal subject centered on the future. Do you have this
mindset?
I placed Sun Jin Moon as International President and appointed In sup Park as Vice President. However,
in reality, on the administrative side they aren’t able to work for 24 hours straight. Thus, I decide to assign
an international Vice President. Centered on the Vice President I plan to have the International
Headquarters become a research development institute to build a new system, study and develop it. And
give substantial and realistic support and educational materials so that all members and Unification
churches in the world can reveal themselves confidently on their own will to the world. Do you agree?
(Yes) I said this earlier; I will cultivate all individuals that have potential.
In conclusion, this is for your sake and for the sake of humankind. I’m explaining this to you to request
that we advance by newly developing media videos, collect them in one place and move forward together
with the world. Rather than advancing from Korea divided lets unite as one. Whether though news and
witnessing methods for the future or cultural activities I will lead you together as global citizens who
share these with one another.

Throughout True Father's life, he spoke a lot. Yet we were unable to put those words into scripture and
only put them in the Divine Principle. I was so sorry… that I quickly organized his words into Pyeong
Hwa Gyeong without even perfecting it. I was unable to put them into the Cheon Seong Gyeong.
You are the textbooks of True Parents which will open the path to live as True Children of Heavenly
Parent. You are in the position where you can’t even be replaced by heaven and earth. This is a blessed
position. You all have the power to turn muddy water into pure clear water. Shouldn’t such people change
now? It is no longer done yesterday, done today. Do you understand?
From now on, I will whip you through the International Headquarters. I will make it like this. Are you
going to do this? I hope you all become people I can remember before I go to the spirit world. The thing
that you can boast to the world or to the spirit world about is how much you have a good standard in front
of True Parents. You need to know this. The remaining time you have on earth is important. I hope you
can make determination as resolutions here.

